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Original Work Proposal 

In this original creation, personal growth in the field of art is my primary focus, as well as 

provoking thought in the viewers of my portfolio. For a description of the work itself, it will be 

composed of at least eight mixed media artworks. These will vary in size and composition, and 

even time spent creating. I want to set a minimum amount but not a maximum because having a 

finite number would limit my ability to create freely. The central theme will be self image, self 

discovery, and my journey of life experiences thus far. Changing my ISM topic was a part of this 

journey and will be conveyed as well as my conflicted views on the medical field. However, I do 

not want to limit myself completely to creating art about neuroradiology, as that is boring. 

Unfortunately with art, I cannot describe it completely in this proposal because it hasn't been 

made yet. For main focus, the original portfolio is the idea of self expression to my audience 

which will allow for looking deeply inside myself in order to create it. In turn, I hope to make 

my audience think about their own lives as they view my art.  

The steps to creating this portfolio is to get inspired and create artwork. Purchase of 

supplies for certain mediums will be needed, such as pastels, oil paints, and canvases. Practicing 

technique with art teachers or my mentor will be beneficial in creating this work. There will be 

planning in my sketchbook beforehand or in some cases getting right to the main idea on the 

canvas. With art, many ideas come to me randomly and they will be recorded in a notebook that 
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stays with me almost all the time. For displaying the portfolio I will need to create a page on my 

website that shows the work in a manner that matches my aesthetic, but does not distract from 

the art pieces themselves. This will include taking good quality pictures of each work with a 

white background and studio light. Supplies will be needed for this and appropriate time must be 

alloted. The page on the website will need to be arranged appropriately and available for 

viewing. They will all have titles, and each will have a description of how and why they were 

created. However, these will not be on display at first glance because that takes away from the 

idea of the art, to invoke thought in the viewer. If desired, those viewing can read a short 

description of each piece that will describe my art process from thought to creation. This will 

align with the workload designed for this project and ensure the quality and meaning behind each 

painting can be reviewed.  

The original portfolio will not only expand my technical abilities by practicing with 

different art mediums, but it will also have an impact on myself and those viewing my work. 

With a central theme as personal as self image, I will be able to express myself in ways I am 

incapable of doing through words. This will help me organize my thoughts and provoke similar 

inner questioning with art viewers.  


